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I have been a part of MUN at Carleton for 2 years. Before that, I ran my high school’s MUN 

club and worked to build the OttawaMUN community of high school clubs aimed at producing 

excellent delegates. Overall, I have 5 years of Model UN experience including countless 

externals. I am fully committed to bringing my expertise to the UNS at Carleton for the benefit of 

all its members in the 2017–2018 academic year. 

1. Training Sessions 

 

Many delegates expressed great praise for the training sessions that run before CarleMUN. 

These sessions address particular skills that will be required over the course of the in-house. 

They serve to make new delegates feel more comfortable going into their first conference and 

refresh the memories of veterans after a summer away from MUN. I am seeking to expand this 

style of training session to allow new delegates to focus on developing a single skill without the 

pressure of the entire MUN procedure past CarleMUN. This style of training session further 

benefits from my MUNDEX reforms below (section 2: CarleMUN). 

Researching your topic and preparing a position paper are two critical aspects of MUN 

which do not get sufficient attention in the training process. New delegates are overwhelmed 

when it comes to researching expansive topics. Writing a position paper on the often broad 

topics provided by conference guides seems even more challenging. I will organize a training 

session focused around these two intertwined topics as part of the standard roster of monthly 

training sessions. 

2. CarleMUN 

 

CarleMUN itself is an invaluable resource for training. I will work to revitalize the MUNDEX in 

order to provide accurate feedback to delegates and to allow myself and my co-director to better 

tailor our one-on-one and group training sessions. Feedback from chairs and vice-chairs during 

CarleMUN committees will inform the MUNDEX. Identifying the strengths and weaknesses of 

UNS members will allow the training co-directors to engage members where they need help 

most. This will increase member confidence and result in higher membership engagement. 

I would like to maintain the broad range of committee types available at CarleMUN including 

GAs, Specialized Committees, Technical Committees and Crises. I will push for the inclusion of 

a Joint-Crisis since this type of committee has had a resurgence over the past year with QMUNi, 

RMCMUN, McMUN, NAMUN and others all featuring joint crises this year. Exposing new UNS 

members to this engaging format of MUN will greatly improve their comfort delegating at 

external conferences. 

 



3. Winter In-House 

 

The Winter In-House is another invaluable UNS event. Comparing delegate performance at 

this event to their performance at CarleMUN will inform my training decisions going into the very 

busy Winter MUN season. Once again, the MUNDEX will be supplemented with Chair and Co-

Chair feedback. This event will serve to evaluate whether training is having the desired effect 

and allow adjustments to be made accordingly.  

The Winter In-House will be preceded by single-skill training sessions just like CarleMUN. 

New members that missed CarleMUN attend the winter in-house as their first ever conference. 

This means the same degree of training and support that is provided for CarleMUN should be 

dedicated to the winter in-house. 

4. Expanding Informal Conferences 

 

Informal conferences, like Pearl of the Orient in the 2015 - 2016 academic year and Poland 

1939 in the 2016 - 2017 academic year, have increased the roster of conferences the UNS 

offers at Carleton without stretching the society's resources. These conferences have 

broadened Carleton's partnership with the University of Ottawa and exposed our members to 

the experience of delegating with students from other universities without the pressure of a full-

fledged external. I will support such initiatives over the course of my tenure and further integrate 

them into the fabric of UNS delegate training initiatives. Expanded commitment to informal 

conferences will allow me to supplement member training on the full conference experience in 

addition to specific skill training. 

5. Enduring Commitments 

 

I will ensure UNS delegates continue to feel safe and respected by remaining committed to 

the Code of Conduct forms and other safety procedures introduced this past year. Continuing to 

focus on the fun aspects of MUN will continue to ensure every member has an enjoyable time 

delegating while allowing competitive delegates to excel. 

 

Have any questions or comments? 

 

Email: vpryst@gmail.com 

Mobile: (613) 415 - 4931 

Facebook: Vova Pryst 


